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OBJECTIVES FOR THIS SESSION

1. To generate a sense of collective mission

2. To progress alignment around a shared narrative



Story-based 
campaign 

model

Identify audience:
Sympathetic / pivotal sectors of 
the electorate (and their 
elected representatives)

Red Wall Realists

Battle of the story 1:
(deconstructive)
Map and dissect the story 
that needs to be changed via 
narrative power analysis

Opposition Monitoring

Battle of the story 2:
(constructive)
Use deconstructive analysis to 
construct OUR story

Synthesise 
campaign 
narrativeIntervention

Results?

Evaluation

Visioning 
– a shared 
problem

SOURCE: Re:imagining Change 
(Centre for Story-Based Strategy) 

STRATEGY 
DEVELOPMENT

ACTION

REFLECTION



Battle of the Story
PART 1

Deconstructing the story we want to change



MONITORING – HOW IT WORKS:
• Monitoring a list of 25-30 key terms
• Produces a daily report
• Across Newspapers, Trade Press and Magazines
• Create an aggregate picture of trends 
• Can also produce report by multiple categories – terms, regions, 

publication, journalists, etc
• Not media monitoring



OUR OPPOSITION SETS THE 
NARRATIVE

Delays at UK ports double as Brexit red tape

slows customs

The Daily Telegraph,
February 28, 2022

Sunak vows to slash tax burden; Chancellor

lays out
for 'economic freedom' but

vision
hints at spending cuts

The Daily Telegraph, February 24, 2022

British official tells Ukrainian family of nine'get back in your expensive car and clear off!'they try to get to UK from Calais - while mother

to
as
anddaughter are also turned back after 1,500-mile drivefrom war zone

MailOnline, March 9, 2022

Red tape thwarts forest jubilee celebration

Sunday Express, March 13, 2022
Visas:When will Priti Calls

grow for to be
get
more

a grip?;

generous as red
Britain

tape hampers refugees

The Scottish Daily Mail , March 10, 2022



OUR OPPOSITION SETS THE NARRATIVE
Total of 327 key word 

mentions

Outlet

local media

67 key word mentions are 
in these outlets alone

Outlet



Jon Stone (The Independent)

Jack Barnett (City AM) 

Charles Hymas (Daily Mail, Express)

Tim Wallace (Telegraph)

OUR OPPOSITION SETS THE NARRATIVE

Leah Montebello (Telegraph, 
Express)



OUR OPPOSITION SETS THE NARRATIVE
Outlet Key word/phrase used

WITHOUT A COUNTER-NARRATIVE



OUR OPPOSITION SETS THE NARRATIVE
Government not keeping track of Dover

lorry delays

The Independent, March 14, 2022

"The government has admitted it
is not keeping track of how long 

lorry drivers are having to sit
in queues at Dover thanks to new
Brexit bureaucracy. Hauliers 
going to the continent have been 

intermittently stuck in rolling 
tailbacks since the UK left the

EU, with new paperwork and red 
tape causing major disruption to
trade."

Aid for Ukraine: love and
logistics

The Scotsman, March 6, 2022

"Some of those trying to 
send lorry-loads of aid from 
the UK are already
encountering issues with
post-Brexit bureaucracy."

AND OUR ALLIES AMPLIFY IT





DISTILL THE OPPOSITION’S STORY
• Characters - who are their villains? Victims? And heroes?

• What kind of language and imagery do they use? 

• What journey do they describe? What kind of future do they 
describe?

• What are the vulnerabilities of the story? (Contradictions, 
untruths, limits)?



Battle for the Story
PART 2

Constructing our story



“The term regulation is framed from the viewpoint of 
corporations and other businesses. From their viewpoint, 
regulations are limitations on their freedom to do whatever they 
want no matter who it harms. 

But from the public’s viewpoint, a regulation is 
a protection against harm done by unscrupulous corporations 
seeking to maximize profit at the cost of harm to the public.”

(George Lakoff)



THE ROLE OF REGULATION

SOURCE: A Short Guide to Regulation (NAO)



THE PUBLIC PROTECTIONS STORY
Ø Who would be our villains? Victims? Heroes?

Ø What imagery can we use?

Ø What is the journey we are describing?



Thank you!


